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In this issue we focus on:
l Further thoughts on the problems of Greece – the shadow of WW2
l What can be done to end European economic stagnation?
l What does the recession mean for pensions?

Further thoughts on the problems of Greece – the shadow of WW2
I devoted much of my last Bulletin to the debacle that is the Greek economy. I am indebted to a number of you 
for your own thoughts as to where this extraordinary journey might be taking us – and how quickly we might be
getting there.

My fascination with the words of Winston Churchill and the new world order brought about by World War II was
stimulated earlier this month by the Greek Deputy Finance Minister. The Minister, Christos Staikouras, in discussions
over the current ‘bail-out’ conditions, stated that Athens had established a ‘working group’ to examine what the
Greeks considered to be Germany’s indebtedness to Greece, under War Reparations due under the Paris Peace
Treaty of 1947! This particular niggle has been running for quite a while – so I thought I’d have a closer look.

At the end of the Second World War, Germany was forced into agreeing to make ‘Reparations’ (in cash, goods
and in kind) to the Allies and the Soviet Union. The deal finally agreed in the 1947 Paris Treaty, required all claimant
countries to accept very much less than they originally demanded. The poverty, corruption and growth of fascism
that resulted from the 1918 Versailles Treaty would doubtless have figured strongly in the minds of the Allies when
deciding upon how far their demands could be taken. Part of the agreed Reparations took the form of German
forced labour, with around 4 million German POWs and civilians being compelled to serve as forced labour in the
Soviet Union, USA, France, Belgium and here in the UK, for various periods up to and beyond 1950. 

The Reparation settlement to Greece, granted by the Treaty, was made primarily in material goods (heavy
machinery etc) followed by cash paid to victims of Nazi war crimes. However one issue that still remains unsettled
(at least in the eyes of the Greeks) is the outstanding matter of the repayment of the Forced Loan of 476 million
Reichsmark (£1bn sterling equivalent) that the Third Reich extracted from Greece in the early days of World War
II.  Greece claim that their requirements for repayment of this loan fell outside of the Paris Treaty and that both the
money – and the interest, is outstanding! All of this may have some entertainment value to us but does it really
matter? That the Nazi’s invaded, plundered, murdered and destroyed much of Western Europe and the Soviet
Union is not in dispute – but why Greece should now consider itself a special case is bewildering. 

Sadly, £1bn (with or without 60 years of interest) isn’t going to get anywhere near solving the Greek economic
crisis – (let alone the Eurozone cats breakfast) but it does illustrate how indebtedness, hardship and desperation
can open up old sores.

What can be done to end European economic stagnation?
In reality I don’t believe that any crafted political initiative, taken by the UK or any of the Eurozone countries will
lead to a painless end to the European economic stagnation that has engulfed us. We now know that our politicians
have neither the will nor the courage to slash public sector spending and throw the massive vehicle of the Welfare
State into reverse. They’re just not going to do it – the public sector is just too big and vested interest suffocates
deliberate effort. No, it will be ‘events’ that will change the game. And until such events occur we shall remain
marooned in a zero interest rate economy under which the prudent remain trapped as the unwilling benefactors
to the feckless and the economies of the Western nations edge steadily backwards in their world order.
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What does the recession mean for pensions?
Now what does this mean for pensions? It means that the cost for securing any amount of lifetime pension income
has risen by more than half in recent years. Pension funds that, only 5 years ago may have been sufficient to meet
pension income needs are now recognised as wholly insufficient in the current climate. So for those where
retirement may be many years off, the massive tax incentives granted to scheme contributions must place
contribution initiative at the top of an urgent profit/income allocation agenda. Contribution tax incentives will just
never get better than this! Do talk to us about it – whilst incentives and opportunities remain.

For those close to retirement, rock-bottom annuity rates seem likely to continue for quite a while. But for many
retirees, Income Drawdown provides an escape route from the stranglehold of minimal gilt yields. Where the
Member enjoys (or creates) a Qualifying Pension Income of £20,000 per annum, the complexities of Drawdown
factors and gilt yields can be completely forgotten. Members in these circumstances (and who wish to take the
Drawdown route) are therefore able to take any level of pension income they choose, whilst at the same time
keeping their fund investment and future annuity and Drawdown income options open for as long as they wish.

Ongoing fund investment concerns all of us. It’s essential to recognise that inflation is a thief in the night. August
RPI may only have been 2.9% - but cumulatively, inflation has stolen 10% of value since January 2010. Cash on
deposit might be safe – but it’s bound to be losing ‘real’ value. Is this a price worth paying? Might a loan to the
Company – charging an above inflation interest rate meet a number of purposes? Might a competently managed
portfolio of Stock give some much needed diversification and at least carry the prospect of generating both yield
and gain? And what about a property purchase – the commercial property market hasn’t benefited from the
cushioning enjoyed by the domestic sector over the last 5 years. Commercial property values have taken a big
tumble, with prices down 40% or more. Might this now be the moment to move in?
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